[Review of research approach on allergens of Shuanghuanglian injection and its important research strategy of susceptibility gene].
Reviewing the progress on study about the major allergen of Shuanghuanglian injection in recent years, resulted in that individual differences of anaphylactic shock are closely related with HLA gene polymorphism. Basing on this, we put forward the research strategy on susceptibility gene of important allergen of Shuanghuanglian injection based on the theory of genetic fingerprints, in order to make sure about the relationship the major allergen of Shuanghuanglian injection and HLA-DRB gene polymorphism and specificity IgE antibody, and to clarify the allergic reaction loci reduced allergic reactions, which can provide the reference data for the study on mechanisms for anaphylactic reaction of Shuanghuanglian injection, and research ideas for the sensitization mechanism of traditional Chinese medicine injection study.